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Dan has many years of experience across multiple technology industries including information technology and communications, biotechnology and pharmaceuticals, oil & gas, clean technologies and now, advanced mobility. Originally Dan was a highly qualified data and voice network design specialist. He was involved with the development of business strategies, market analysis, and evaluation of new technologies plus the management of key industry partnerships. Currently Dan focusses on diversifying the economy of the great State of Nevada through a range of innovative projects at the intersection of academia, industry and government that positively influence the development of the connected and autonomous vehicle ecosystem.
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Kiel Ova is the Chief Marketing Officer for Traffic Technology Services (TTS), a rising technology company and information provider for connected vehicle applications. TTS is best known as the supplier for the Audi connect® Traffic Light Information feature, the first automotive OEM vehicle-to-infrastructure system available to consumers.

Kiel directs TTS efforts for supplier recruitment, partner management, marketing, and business development. He has spent the last two decades working with public agencies on various transportation engineering, traffic operations, and signal control studies throughout North America.